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Outline

• Revisit of tensor interaction paying attention 
to the tensor in Skyrme force;

• General features after including tensor;

• The experiment and theoretical effort in 
establishing tensor in nuclear physics

• Discuss results with pairing, deformation, 
blocking effect taken into account.



Tensor force in nuclear physics (NP)

The electric quadrupole moment of deuteron(0.2859)                  Tensor 
force in NP
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From Skyrme effective force to energy density

Take expectation over single slater 
together with kinetic terms, no tensor

Only two-body

Vautherin&Brink,PRC5(1972)627



The Tensor interaction in Skyrme force

Lesinski et al., PRC76 (2007) 014316



Tensor contribution to spin-orbit

Or

YS, PRC95 (2017) 034307



How J behave in spherical case?

1, Summation over occupied 
states: nucleon number 
dependence

2, j=l+s: J increase its value as
the lower energy branch of   
spin-orbit starts to be filled.

3, J will start to decrease with  
nucleon as the upper branch  
of the SO start to be filled

YS, PRC95 (2017) 034307



The effect of deformation

1. No systematic conclusions obtained
2. Some of the tensor force parameters make

the deformation more soft/steep than others
3. Perturbatively added tensor parameters

sometimes give unphysical results (self-
consistently obtained parameters are more
robust)

M. Bender et al., PRC80(2009)064302



c2 analysis of te and to

M. Bender et al., PRC80(2009)064302



Experimental evidence

Schiffer et al., PRL92(2004)162501

1. h11/2 and g7/2 levels moving
apart

2. Explained as signature of 
weakening of spin-orbit



Shell model explanation: tensor force

Otsuka et al., PRL95(2005)232502

The large increase of the gap is due to tensor interaction

N=51 Sb isotopes (Z=51)



Earlier work of Skyrme force with tensor

1. For Skyrme EDF, a tensor term appeared in earlier 
work: Vautherin and Brink, PRC5(1972)626
2. First work constraining the tensor parameters:
Stancu, Brink, and Flocard, PLB68(1977)108

“BFC” triangle



Skyrme with tensor…

Sb isotopes (Z=51)

1. Single-particle levels, without
correlation of any kind

2.   Spherical result

Colo et al., PLB95(2005)232502



Skyrme with tensor…

Shell evolution analysis with TENSOR:
Brink and Stancu, PRC75(2007)064311

Spin-orbit splitting with TENSOR:
Zalewski et al., PRC80(2009)064307



Mean-field estimation…

YS, PRC95 (2017) 034307

1. General trend are correct for Sb isotopes;
2. Magnitudes/slops are wrong due to adding tensor para;
3. Detailed structures are different.



DFT calculation including pairing blocking etc…

YS, PRC95 (2017) 034307

1. Magnitudes are better due to blocking&pairing;
2. Detailed structures consistent with data:

the parabolic structure appears.
3. These are without tensor optimization. Not bad



Reliability of the tensor para. used.

YS, PRC95 (2017) 034307

1. Varying the para. on the line: 
keeping aT

The variation doesn’t depend 
on bT

2. The UNE2T1 and UNE2T2 
locates close to previous fits

3. Drawback: the rest of para
are not refitted, which might 
lead to unphysical glitches…



More tests on the performance of para.

Binding energy: cal. v.s. data

UNE2T2 is worse than UNE2T1
UNE2T1 is comparable with UNEDF2



More tests on the performance of para.



Energy curves: PROBLEMATIC!

1. The energy curve show unphysical features: disappearing deformed minimum
2.  This is completely due to the addition of tensor terms

M. Bender et al., PRC80(2009)064302



S.P. Levels: continue to check



S.P levels compared with data: with tensor

1. Compared to mean-field results without tensor, the left curves now show
correct variation.

2. However, the s.p. energy difference on the right hand show qualitative wrong
trend!



Full HFB results with tensor

1. Again the wrong trend between the proton levels exists!
2. The curve on the left seems to be consistent with data.



Other quantities may show tensor fingerprints

1. This seems to be a crossing feature at Z=46, which is reproduced by calculations
with or without tensor

2. With tensor, the curve of 1g7/2-2d5/2 seems to flatten with decreasing proton 
number. This seems to be consistent with data.



Looking at neutron levels while varying neutron number

1. This variation gives signatures for constraining the aT tensor parameter!
2. But the expt. signature of tensor may not be existent due to;

a. difficulties in isolating tensor contributions in the presence of other big changes;
b. asigning the configuration may be challenging as following the state with varying

Fermi level is tough.



Looking at neutron levels while varying neutron number
Full HFB results with blocking

1. Fortunately, the expt. Info exists for high-K states
in odd-N Sn isotopes.

2. They are rather pure due to long lifetime
3. Calculation agrees well with data
4. In the 7/2+ states, there seems to be a jump around

N=64, which is seen in UNE2T1 results.



Summary
• I reviewed the tensor interaction mainly in the framework of 

Skyrme EDF theory;

• Showed the recent experiment and theoretical efforts in 
establishing tensor interaction and constraining its parameters;

• Pointed out the current problem associated the self-consistent 
mean-field estimates: lack of pairing, deformation, and blocking 
effects;

• Re-examined the original expt. signature triggering recent theory 
work;

• Find that both deformation, blocking effects have influence on the 
spectra of Sb; two new parameter sets are given; pros and 
limitations if the new para. are examined.

Thanks for your attention!


